Departure at 23:00 on Saturday 18 May 2019 from Segusino: cross the
village continuing along a path that leads us through the village of
Stramare. From here to the village of Milies where there will be a
water point.
Go up again passing the Monte Doc; in Forcelletta, take the forest
road that leads to Col Miotto and Malga Binot will take us to
Pianezze (km 21) where the first heavy refreshment will be set up.
Then you go up the mountain Barbaria and crossing the Val de
Marie you go to the fork to take the Much Trot and then come to
Malga Mariech (km 30). Then diagonally towards the Rif. Posa Puner,
then an up and down for ancient paths makes us cross the
Salvedella mountain with its bivouac; a short but intense stretch to
Monte Prenduol and then we arrive at the second refreshment at
Malga Mont (km 35).
The ridge of Malga Canidi rides along the very easy paths and takes
the blueberry trail up to Praderadego (km 41).
Now it is time to climb the Col de Moi side of Treviso, and then down
to F.lla Foran; a short shot up to Cima Vallonscuro and from there
down to Casera Vallonscuro in an up and down for Casera
Costacurta. As soon as you pass the casera, you cut down to casera
Campo to reach the base of life of S. Boldo (km 51).
Now the most difficult section of the GR98 is waiting for us: we go
up towards the Checconi casera, passing the Fontanel de Ano, until
we reach the top of the Cimone, then immediately right down into a
dry descent to cross the road of the Caldella. We follow it downhill
following the signs to Casere Torresel, where we will have to deal
with a dry and moderately technical climb. Passing through Torresel,
we will take you to the summit of the Cisa, where a short but intense
descent and then a short slight slope lead us to La Posa and then to
Pian de le Femene (km 65) with adjoining refreshment. From here
on the GR98 route joins the GR49 route.
We continue to the left through the dirt road of the canal de Limana
towards Malga Montegal (Km 68) and then head to Malga Canal del
Gatt (aqueduct fountains with wash-houses, water point that we
strongly recommend, Km 70). After the Malga Van, turn right on the
forest road towards Val del Cor -Sorgente Saonara: a nice path leads
straight to Casera Sonego (73 km, water point).
Take the TV path 1 in the direction of Forcella Zoppei (water point,
Km 76), continue alternating the road and path TV1 up to the Refuge
Col Visentin (refreshments, Km 78.5). Continue on the ridge up to

Capanna Bristot (Km 81), where we find the junction marked GR 48.
Take the left and go down the path towards Malga Col Toront, then
continue on the forest road of Nevegal (path 5) to the junction ( trail
18).
We climb near the La Casera Restaurant (Km 84), to follow the signs
for the ridge path up to reach Malga Faverghera (water point, Km
86). Still a slight climb on a cemented road to the Brigata Alpina
Cadore refuge, and from here on the TV1 path a long descent awaits
us to share with the GR96 and the GR 26 up to Borgo Caloniche (Km
93) where the last refreshment will be set up .
Still 4 km all flat (CAI path 1045) divide us from the arrival: we coast
the Death Lake and we reach the finish line in Vittorio Veneto, via
Fadalto, Loc. Laghi Blu (Km98).

